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Poems are other forms of brilliant literature that is life changing ,teaches ,and preaches .It changes 

the way we perceive and listen to the world .Its delicate yet an influential  way, a discipline for re-

engaging with the world. Poems suggest the way into our lives with their ,melody, intelligence 

,personification,idioms,symbolism,imaginary,allusion,metephor,euphemism,understatements ,irony 

,rhymes ,and most of all jokes. It makes us ponder on our capability, how we live and it changes both 

public life and private lives. 

poetry blends the memories of cherished moments, makes one laugh, deepens experience, tells a story, 

and fills the reader or listener with attractive tastes in their minds ,this makes one reflect on the 

dynamics of our day-to-day relationships with spouses ,family ,friends ,and other creatures. 

Poetry articulates the written expression of human experience and as such is available in any format on 

any subject. there are many good poets with style as they are personality types and historic settings .The 

fact that each poet in these contrasting moods wrote words to the heart of something silly or dilemma 

of personal growth brought  into people's lives a significant way of perceiving things. 

The words outlined in this poetry eBook  ,will make you smile , and try to calculate the two sides of life 

as you reflect on your life while you enjoy reading.   

 

INTRODUCTION  

 
I see human life as a ship at sea, a life on the waves and only the firm built will survive to arrive 

at the shoreline. This generation is so spiritually slob. I wouldn't say they have 
stopped believing in Christ's coming  or everyone doesn't know Jesus cause I 
would be lying about what I truly feel .I feel people think He won't come soon 
enough to catch them sinning so they have enough time to sin and repent later on 
.Wrong perspectives definitely wrong. This poetry eBook  I wrote "A PIECE OF 
MY MIND "is a book I am using to show that Jesus is coming 'any' day and no 
one knows when so it's best if  they repent now. 

This book is exceptional in the way I wrote it .It is not so explicit, so everyone 
can read and understand . My aim is to reach every lost soul out there with just a 
piece of my mind filled with nothing but the good news . A Christmas and  new 
year gift  
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POEM TITLE: A SPOT IN HUMAN  

By: Davison v k Mwale Jr 

 

words have exploded in this world. 

Words that have cluttered the universe with hatred and segregation. 

The word' race' is crumbling love and unity into dust 

Thus a say a different race has towards a topic is considered to be an absolute piffle . 

 

Definitely  ;racial  Repugnance is now  lullaby song playing on  almost every human's minds. 

Hate continues in defiance of God's commandments 

its like man is man-made. 

 

The path doesn't seem right it's all scratchy, less stretchy  and more smeared.  

Daylights  are like a dark ditch, void place or haunted nights. 

Adversity has covered the face of the earth .   

    

Every new year we meet, things only get bumpy , more eyes  covered in a dense fog 

as people adorn sin being less aware that they are  embracing death. 

I am not bluffing neither is my heart smiling but ...  I am afraid to cross over to next year. 

 

people are acting like hungry wolfs the difference is that they are hungry for sex. 

Portraying of a ' licentious' behavior  is part of human's clothes. 

their vocal cords praise sin. 
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I am not ready to peel my eyes for what's coming next.. 

Is man going change his organs so he can lay eggs on a nest like birds ? 

oor...is he going to ban the Bible together with what's in it so he can sin whenever  he wants? 

People consume whatever their minds cook. 

bloated they are ,now dying one by one. 

 

 

I am afraid to see next year . 

cause things will only be worse than they are this year. 

 

 

 

things are only coming to fulfillment as written in the bible so ...no need to despair for Christ 
will repair but right now all we need to do is let the Holy spirit  sweep away the dirt in us, 

Christ  is  coming soon. 

ill happily cross over cause every new year only draws us near to  Christ's coming. 
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POEM TITLE:THATS MY KIND OF LOVE  

By: Davison v k Mwale Jr  

I have a  heart full of holes . 

I feel like a king without a throne  

Desperation is a chair my emotions are sitting on. 

 

 

My mind is so broken ,left hanging on a thread of lone 

I can barely think... all that my mind can do right now is try to sink every  memories I have 
about them . 

 

I am so made up. 

I have made my choice never to go back on that date nor  let any person take a preview of my 
heart. 

right now my personal details are declared 'highly classified' . 

  

To me love is the only cannibal I know 

the only thing that has no remorse . 

though so pleasant to pronounce , its innermost is a host of nothing but absolute hate. 

 

 

This is not a rant and I am ready to sue any person who calls this a 'subjection issue  '  

for what I am facing is more than more than an issue  
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so don't stump me with your judgmental or tell me what I should do  

cause I have already chosen what I should really  do  

and what I will do or rather I am doing is staying away from  love . 

 

well what is love if it keeps breaking me ?killer right? 

 

Before you judge me wrong, let me place you in my shoes. 

have you ever been cheated ? 

have you ever had your feelings broken? 

have you ever been a lovelorn? 

that's just about the way I feel. 

 

It's like love has a stinger aiming for that beautiful heart. 

its intention is highly nothing but crucifying every beautiful looking heart man has. 

 

That would be nuts of me to continue giving my heart to breakers and wreckers. 

who are only aiming for our hearts of gold. 

 

  

 

well that's just a flashback of my past life. 

the hurt only made me realize that there is a love more than this love people offer  

and this love is God 

His love is a so perfect and infinity.  

 

He gave up His life only to save me a sinner. 

created me a clean heart so my life's pulse  beats smother 
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right now i am happy knowing I have somebody who truly loves me . 

my question to you is ,are you really happy with that kind of love  ?  

 POEM TITLE:WHO TO BELONG TO?  

By: Davison v k Mwale Jr  

 

Life is a dice.  

it's so unpredictable, 

 but the minute you add more sugar to it, it starts turning into a sad maze. 

yes it is okay to have funny but, you utterly forgot that the world is a pot sitting on a hot stove 
of sin . 

The chief, 

talking about the chief, the devil is the chief  and he spends most of his hours ,days and years 
slaving over a hot stove cooking you... 

turning you into a hot stinking ,absurd , 

dude you allowed to stir your mind from believing that God is the creator and owner of  your 
soul.  

Realize you are a delicious relish but the devil is mixing you with blemish and tells you to 
blame God for that. 

Noooo the devil is just spicing your heart with hurt , 

filling your mind with dirt so you only think about sex. 

 

You have been deceive ,he is telling you that life is more awesome when you are less sober 
more high  

my guy you will never reach the sky like that. 

 

Beer only makes it hard for us to differentiate between human beings and zombies cause they 
all dangle . 
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Give God a chance to come into your life for the devil is only furnishing your heart with lies 
but, with God it's not only facts  

there is a beautiful gift at the end of it all, 

eternal life. 

 

The devil only sees you as a damping pit. 

he'll call you son and latter spit on you cause he's real intentions are to steal, destroy and kill. 

but with God. 

 

my God's intentions are, 

"for God so' loved' the world, that He gave he's only begotten Son ,that whosoever believes in 
him shall not parish but have 'everlasting' life.' 

my God's intentions are to give love and eternal life so choose wisely .      

 

The day the devil will surly mean he loves you ,is the day ill scratch my ear with my elbow .  
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D A V I S O N  V E E  K A Y  M W A L E  J R  A K A  U N P R E D I C T A B L E P O E T :  A  P I E C E  O F  M Y  M I I N D  

POEM TITLE: DIRT MASSES  

By: Davison v k Mwale Jr  

In the process of counting, 

I get haunted as my mouth turns agape. 

woooow....what a huge  number of people neglecting spiritual development. 

feeding themselves with landmines  

they call it being vulnerable when they are ignorant . 

 

Neglecting this a life on rent and soon they'll have to pay some cent or be denied the next day.  

I am not trying to curve a but inscription on their heads nor be their judge ,I am just a person 
haunted inside .  

 

Spiritual development is easy to find 

but most people prefer fame to eternal life 

deception has conquered their days making them lame from year to year . 

who am I to judge, I am just a person haunted inside. 

 

Once a beautiful and peaceful heart now an explosion to the human race. 

life is now a game called kill or be killed . 

the poor are always losing their life while containment is just a word. 

 

justice is no longer alive, 

money is the only language that people understand  
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sometimes I cry, what if money  was the only thing need to posses eternal life where would the 
poor's names be? 

but that's not an issue for only the pure in heart will posses infinity life so I urge you to be like 
that  

but please don't think I am judging ,I am just a person haunted inside. 

 

People are now turning things upside down 

such that they want to turn the moon into the sun. 

They are now remanufacturing what God had already manufactured .enlargement of hips, 
breast manhood. 

sometimes I wonder in whose image do they become after the enlargement process for we were 
made in the image of God 

oooooooh...sorry ,I forget I shouldn't judge but ,I am just a person haunted inside. 

 

The ten commandments now the ten amendments . 

love your neighbor as you love yourself is now hate your neighbor as you love yourself. 

 

Insulting is well recited than the lord's prayer . 

fornication now a game .if you don't take part in it your friends will call you lame. 

I am just a person whose heart is haunted so please don't judge but listen to my appeal. 

s 

The world is just a path approaching doomsday, 

its either you stand on God's hands or lose your way but I tell you to take note of this 

the choice lies in your heart so preserve that ticket to heaven, 

and you will be there. 

a place where we will live eternally. 

I am haunted so I decided to write this piece so your heart can be saved . 
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D A V I S O N  V EE  K A Y  M WA L E  J R  A KA  U NP RED I C TA B LEP O E T :  A  P I EC E  O F  MY  M I I ND  

POEM TITLE: CHOICES HOLDING LIVES  

By: Davison v. k Mwale Jr  

 

You are in pain. 

Your mind is chained so you think less straight. 

Deep down it hurts though you restrain yourself from crying out loud. 

 

 

Yes ,the sore inside you sorely hurts ,I know cause I have been there . 

you think turning your thoughts away from God in distain will help  clean the stain in your 
soul .It only  creates a bigger sprain . 

 

what seems right to your eyes and mind is only but a scorching chain pulled by demons 
belonging to the kingdom of sinful, rebellious and unfaithful men. 

 

 

 you are weak , you let your desires choose for you 

Now see what they made you do  

They have taken you to a place you really want though you know you shouldn't be there. 

come on... choices were meant to be taken by you not them taking you . 
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you are less mindful of the choices you make  therefore they are mindful of you. 

 

     you  think you can run away from  hurt. 

you think jumping into a manmade stream can clean the dirt 

      soooo... busy less aware that you are hurtling towards hell. 

 

 

Nailed your spiritual mind on a tree.  

packed all the thirty-three addictions which include envy ,stealing ,alcohol and all toxic staffs   
like weed. 

you are in need though you barely realized it. 

 

you have fallen short of the glory. 

giving someone without hands to write your story. 

what do you think will be written on the paper ?  "sorry it's the end of your journey." 

 

less dead to sin instead you call for a truce with it. 

you care non about what your eyes hold. 

       take your eyes on the other side  of the road ,its God waiting for you a  prodigal child         

        but on that ugly road the devil laughs at you cause  you are successfully brainwashed . 

death lurks at your door foot for your soul  

open your mind wide before its late. 

 

  apollyon calls you his puppet .  .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
sent to dig for gold when in actual sense you're digging your way through hell.. 

he's covered your life with failure that's the biggest reason you never  excel 

 

you sold yourself  the day you thought you can archive all on your own 
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you are a deceptive simplicity of your own kind realize you are worth much more. 

 

life seems like a nightmare . 

you can't sleep cause the devil is always there haunting . 

 

God's voice has an hypnotic effect to put you right into a peaceful slumber 

There's no time, God awaits for you .though smeared badly ,He loves you. 
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During his time in junior and senior secondary school ,he was nicknamed the 
unpredictable because he unpredictably reacted, learned and did things that most 
of his friends didn't know he could do . 

He is one person who though looks small in people's eyes but has the ability to 
lead people , to be precisely he has leadership qualities.  
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 A CHRISTMASS GIFT......this is just a piece, more is coming 

 

 

FACEBOOK: God's unpredictablepoet/Davison vee kay Mwale Jr 
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